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Grades 6-12 ESOL ADVANCED LEVEL

Objective Component Where Taught
Strand/Course
Content Standard

1. Listening/ Comprehends detailed information
Speaking with fewer contextual clues on

unfamiliar topics.

a. Identifies main ideas and details in
oral presentations; differentiates
between facts and opinions; recalls
sequence of events and reaches
conclusions.
b. Infers and interprets meaning of
utterances .
c. Identifies multiple word meanings
and idiomatic expressions; uses them
in discourse.
d. Takes notes during a lecture on an
unfamiliar topic.
e. Makes various types of oral
presentations such as informational,
persuasive, humorous.
f. Analyzes and describes cause and



effect in a given situation.
g. Presents reports using information
gathered from research.
h. Engages in extended conversation
with peers and adults using language
appropriate to the situation,
participants, and topic.
i. Debates pros and cons of specific
current events.
j. Participates in academic discussions
using appropriate vocabulary.
k. Provides constructive/positive
criticism.
l. Answers questions with supporting
details.
m. Orally critiques movies, books
and articles.

2. Listening/ Comprehends concrete and abstract
Speaking topics and recognizes language

subtleties in a variety of
communicative settings.

a. Recognizes literal and implied
meanings in formal and informal presentations.
b. Identifies intended messages and
persuasive techniques heard in
advertisements, entertainment
programs, and news programs.
c. Identifies and explains references
to popular culture.



3. Listening/ Understands and comprehends a
Speaking variety of connected discourses of

extended length; reacts to and
discusses issues and predicts outcomes
from information presented.
Refer to concepts in standard 2.

4. Listening/ Uses appropriate intonation,
Speaking stress and pronunciation at the word,

phrase, and extended discourse levels.

5.  Listening/  Produces, initiates and sustains
Speaking extended interactions tailored to

specific purposes and audiences.
Refer to standards 1 and 2.

6.  Listening/ Recognizes, understands and
Speaking appropriately uses idioms and

figurative language in oral
expression.

7. Reading/ Interacts with increasingly complex
Writing written material while relying on

context and prior knowledge to
obtain meaning from print.

a. Uses context clues, re-reading and
reading with others to derive meaning
from text.
b. Reflects on his or her own progress
and effectiveness as a reader by keeping
a reader response journal.
c. Expands vocabulary by using the
dictionary to identify parts of speech.



d. Identifies plot, setting, character,
conflict, point of view, mood, and
theme in various genres.
e. Relates themes in literature to
contemporary situations.

8. Reading/ Reads, with a limited number of
Writing comprehension difficulties,

grade-level material.

a. Uses technology to research
topics and select books.
b. Identifies literary devices.

9. Reading/ Reads and discusses different genres
Writing of literature. Reads and discusses

literature such as fiction and
non-fiction novels and short stories,
plays, poetry, and news articles.

10. Reading/ Identifies and discusses literary terms.
Writing

11. Reading/ Identifies meanings of words in
Writing context to extend vocabulary.

12. Reading/ Writes to meet most social needs
Writing and academic demands for specific

purposes and audiences through
learned vocabulary and structures.

a. Writes persuasively showing an
understanding of ideas, issues, and



varying points of view.
b. Writes a research report using a
variety of reference materials.
c. Writes reflective essays on his or
her development as a communicator
in English.
d. Consistently applies appropriate
writing conventions, grammar,
syntax, and spelling.

13. Reading/ Uses mechanics of writing and
Writing revision techniques appropriate for

proficiency level.

a. Insures superficial cohesion and
internal coherence of writing
assignments.
b. Follows task-appropriate American
English rhetorical patterns.

14. Reading/ Builds on spelling skills through
Writing structured classroom activities.

Uses English dictionary to verify
spelling attempts.

15. Reading/ Combines short sentences to
Writing properly present complex and

longer thoughts.

16. American Uses English in socially and culturally
Culture

a. Discusses American folklore,
literature, holiday traditions, political
history and significant events.



17.  American Explores the art, music, dance
Culture and drama of the United States.

18. American Develops awareness of the popular
Culture culture of the United States.

a. Discusses the meanings of
popular song lyrics.
b. Discusses the themes, plots and
characters of television show past
and present.

19.  American Researches, outlines and summarizes
Culture information from various sources to

learn about issues important to
American culture.

a. Chooses articles from newspaper,
magazine, or books.
b. Listens to and discusses news
broadcasts and their impact on lives
of American citizens.

20. American Learns about factors and issues
Culture that impact social, political or

economic decisions in the
United States.

a. Describes the election process
of local, state, and federal officials.
b. Explains citizenship and
residency issues.
c. Describes duties of local officials
e.g. mayor, county commissioner, etc.



d. Identifies the processes by which
citizens affect change e.g. voting,
political campaign participation,
petitions, and running for office.

21. Beyond the Selects and reads books appropriate
Classroom for own reading level and in

areas of personal interest.

22. Beyond the Participates actively in
Classroom non-academic settings

requiring English.

a. Role plays job interview.
b. Composes a resume.
c. Discusses community issues
described in local newspapers.
d. Talks with community members
during a forum.
e. Uses acceptable tone, volume, stress,
and intonation in various social settings.
f. Observes appropriate spatial distance
and maintenance of eye contact during
social and business encounters.
g. Writes formal letters to agencies,
institutions, and businesses on topics
of personal interest.

23. Beyond the Participates actively in all
Classroom content areas at grade level.

a. Contributes to a class or school
newspaper.
b. Composes and dramatizes scripts
about a historical event.



24. Beyond the Uses functional literacy skills in
Classroom all content areas.

a. Demonstrates basic reading
comprehension skills such as
skimming, scanning, previewing,
and reviewing texts.
b. Adjusts reading rate to match
purpose.


